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JIF WORLD COMPETITIONS JAPAN 2020  

Being Jorkyball an Amateur Sport, the Jorkyball International Federation is well aware of the economic and organizational difficulties 
that every athlete may encounter to participate in an event in a place so far - but at the same time so fascinating. 
We remind you that JIF supports the participation of each athlete in different ways: 
 
   1. As already for Rome 2017 and Quebec 2018, we will give free visibility to all your Local Partners, that is to say on the 3 
fields with the logo of your local partners on the stickers (see piece-joint »Adhesives partenaires Quebec 2018», please), either on the 
Internet site and Social Networks. It is needed to send us the logo (high-definition) and the details of your Sponsors. 
Do not forget to give visibility to your Partners on your competition jerseys; and, if necessary, nothing against naming your Team 
with the name of your Lead Partner 
 

   2. There are several funds that support Amateur Sport. Subsidies at citizen, departamental, regional, national level depending 
on your Country and Territory. In particular, we must not forget that you will represent your City or Country in a Global Event. So, JIF 
has prepared an Official Presentation of the JWC Japan 2020 : this Document will be shared with all players and 
Sports Clubs, to look for the necessary funds for your travel expenses. Furthermore, we can give you Official Certificates for your 
participation in World Tournaments 
 

   3.  JIF is working right now with several airlines companies for finding the best fares and the best condititions to fly to Japan 
and to reduce travel costs, especially for group departures 
 

   4. Recently, the crowdfunding structure has been extended and strengthened. A model for applying for online funds to 
achieve an objective, such as participating in a global sports event. JIF will support all these initiatives that will allow you to obtain 
funds to reduce your travel costs. 
 

Finally, we enclose you the map of the Fukuoka Subway - a very big and modern city. 

 
The Jorkyball Complex is 5 minutes away from the N7 subway stop; at the same time, the airport is easily reachable with the same 
metro. 
It means that in Fukuoka you will not need to rent a car for your trips. In our opinion, itìs an important saving of 
money. 
Finally, the Japan 2020 Committee has advised us a neighborhood of the City or seek your accommodation (please check the plan); 
anyway, once confirmed the Event you will be able to contact the Committee for any question regarding hospitality. 
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